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PERCUTANEOUS MEDICATION. ‘DEVICE 
Charles J. Litz, In, Phiiadelphia County, Pa., ‘a'ssignor to 

the United States of America as represented by the 
Secretary of the Army 

Filed Mar. 13, 1963‘, Ser. No.'265,318 
2 Claims. (Cl. 128-173.) 

(Granted under Title 35, US. Code (1952), sec. ‘266) 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for governmental 
purposes without-payment to me of any royalty thereon. 

This invention relates to percutane’ous medication de 
vices which function to administer medication subcutane 
ously by capillary discharge under high pressure. As is 
well known, this operation is practically painless, involves 
no injury to the ‘body ‘tissue and minimizes "the danger 
of infection. Heretofore, various types of devices have 
been proposed for performing this operation. Insofar 
as is known, none of these prior art devices have been 
adapted to be attached to the human body or to be op 
erated either manually or automatically at a point remote 
from the individual to which the device is attached. The 
present invention provides such a device. 
Whether the device be attached to a man in space or 

on the ground, it is desirable that it be capable of respond 
ing to a group leader or to means for sensing the pres~ 
ence of an injurious gas. The present invention accom 
plishes this result by means of a radio transmitter which 
is energized by the gas sensor or the leader and a radio 
receiver which is operated by the transmitted radio signal 
to ?re an explosive cartridge which forms a part of the 
medication device. This develops a gas pressure which 
operates on an elastomer diaphragm or the like, to eject 
the medication. 
The invention will be better understood from the fol 

lowing description when considered in connection with 
the accompanying drawings and its scope is indicated by 
the appended claims. 

Referring to the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is an enlarged sectional view of the medication 

device, 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the gas generating element 

of the medication device, 
FIG. 3 indicates possible or suitable locations for the 

device on a human body, 
FIG. 4 is a box diagram indicating the relation between 

the device and a gas detector, 
FIG. 5 illustrates a system wherein a transmitter under 

the control of a gas sensor is adapted to transmit a danger 
signal to a plurality of receivers each attached to a dif 
ferent individual. 
FIG. 6 shows the relative locations of the medication 

device and radio receiver on the human body, 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the parts attached to the 

individual, and 
FIG. 8 is a wiring diagram of the control circuit illus 

trated by FIG. 7. 
The form of the device illustrated by FIG. 1 is ap 

proximately .50" x .75" X 1". It includes a container 10 
onto one end of which a closure 11 is threaded. Fixed 
between the container 10 and the closure 11 is an expand 
able diaphragm 12 which divides the container into a 
?ring chamber 13 and a chamber 14 containing a medi 
cation 15. Opening out of the medication chamber 14 is 
an ori?ce 16 extending through a piece of sapphire 17 
which is fixed to the container. The diameter of this 
ori?ce is of the order of 0.005 inch. 

Threaded into the closure 11 is the gas generating unit 
18. The details of this unit appear in FIG. 2. It in 
cludes a primer 19, a ?ring head 20 and a cartridge 21. 
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The primer 19‘ includes cartridge 21-. The primer 19 
includes a body of lead styphnate 22 which is ?red by 
the application of an electrical voltage between the outer 
casing of’ the primer and a central conductor 23 which 
insulated from this outer casing by an insulator 24. As 
hereinafter explained, this primer ‘?ring voltage may be 
generated by the radio receiver born by the individual 
to which the medication device is attached. The- re 
sultant ?ring of the cartridge 21 generates in the ?ring 
chamber 13 a gas pressure which expands the diaphragm 
12 and drives the medication out through the ori?ce 16. 
As indicated by FIG. 3, the medication device may be 
attached to the shin or thigh of the user by means of a 
strap 25 or other suitable means. 7 
FIG. 4 shows the medication device 10 as intercon 

nected with a gas detector 26‘. This detector may be of 
a well known type wherein the presence of a nerve gas 
causes a spot to appear on a tape and this spot is utilized 
by an electric eye to generate a signal. In the arrange 
ment of FIG. 4, this signal functions to energize the medi 
cation device. 

In the case of FIG. 5, the detector 26 is utilized to 
energize a radio transmitter 27 from which a signal is 
applied to the receivers 28, 29 and 30. It is to be under 
stood that each of the radio receivers 28, 29 and 30 is 
connected through a control circuit 32 to the medica 
tion device of a different individual. This makes it pos 
sible for a single gas detector to protect a whole group 
of individuals. While it is possible that the radio re 
ceiver and medication would be constructed as a single 
body, it is at present preferred that they be attached to 
the user as indicated by FIG. 6. 

FIG. 7 illustrates a possible space application wherein 
the medication device and radio receiver as operated by a 
signal from a radio transmitter 30 which may be op 
erated by a manual control device 33. 
The details of the control circuit 32 are illustrated by 

FIG. 8. This circuit includes an input network 34, a 
pair of ampli?ers 35 and 36 and a gas tube 37 commonly 
designated as a “Thyratron.” Plate potential is applied 
to the tubes 35, 36 and 37 from a battery 38, heating cur 
rent is supplied to their cathodes from a battery 39, and 
grid bias potential is applied to tubes 35 and 37 from a 
battery 40. The grid 41 of the tube is connected to the 
positive terminal of the battery 38 through a resistor 42 
and to the negative terminal of this battery through a 
capacitor 43. 
The radio receiver 28 functions to amplify and detect 

the received signal. This detected signal is applied to the 
input leads 44-45 of the control circuit 32, and is ampli 
?ed by the ampli?ers 35 and 36, the output potential of 
the ampli?er 36 being applied to the grid of the gas tube 
37. When this output potential exceeds the critical cut 
off voltage of the tube 37, this tube conducts and its plate 
voltage decreases. This voltage decrease effects closure 
of a switch 46. Thereupon, a capacitor 47, charged from 
a battery 48 through a resistor 49 is discharged through 
the primer 19 (FIG. 2) of the medication device 10, the 
cartridge 21 is ?red, and the resulting gas pressure ex 
pands the diaphragm 12. This forces the medication 15 
outwardly through the ori?ce 16 at a pressure su?iciently 
high to penetrate the ?esh of the user of the medication 
device. 

I claim: 
1. The combination of, a medication device comprising 

a hollow container, means forming ?ring and medication 
chambers in said container separated by an expandable 
diaphragm, means providing an ori?ce opening out of said 
medication chamber, said ori?ce being of a size to pre 
vent premature loss of medication and to permit per 
cutaneous injection thereof, a gas detector, means oper 
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able by and connected with said detector to generate an 
electric signal in response to a predetermined gas, an 
electroresponsive gas pressure generator extending into 
said ?ring chamber and adapted to be energized by said 
signal to generate a gas pressure in said ?ring chamber 
and expand said diaphragm, and means connected to trans 
fer said signal from said generating means to energize 
said gas pressure generator. 

2. The combination of, a medication device comprising 
a hollow container having a removable closure means at 
one end, means forming ?ring and medication chambers 
in said container separated by an expandable diaphragm 
clamped by said closure means, means providing an ori?ce 
opening out of said medication chamber, said ori?ce being 
of a size less than one-tenth inch in diameter to prevent pre 
mature loss of medicament and to permit percutaneous 
injection thereof, a gas detector, means operable by and 
connected with said detector to generate an electric sig 
nal in response to a predetermined gas, a radio trans 
mitter connected to said detector for transmitting said sig 
nal, an electroresponsive gas pressure generator extend 
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ing into said ?ring chamber and adapted to be energized 
by said signal to generate a gas pressure in said ?ring 
chamber and expand said diaphragm, means for receiv 
ing said transmitted signal, and means connected with 
said gas pressure generator and responsive to said re 
ceived signal for energizing said generator, thereby to 
generate said gas pressure in said ?ring chamber and ex 
pand said diaphragm. 
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